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Prepare to feel very, very old: Today the Princess Diaries, the A.K.A. first film you loved Anne Hathaway in, turns 15. That means the protagonist, Mia Thermopolis, will be 31. And on her desk in Genoia, she works or something. But since the film may be one of the greatest makeover films of our generation, it seems that we are only celebrating its
anniversary with some of the most important beauty lessons we took from Her Majesty Amelia Minnesota Thermopolis Realiverdi, Princess of Genovia. (What, like you don't know her full name?) 1. Sometimes you just have to make it work. There are mornings when everything comes together. Hair, makeup – everything works together. But there are a few
mornings when you just need to go - period. Even what you have is, well, it doesn't really work. (And that's OK, guys.) 2. Bad hair days happen. Yes, even the princesses have curled up.3 Buy it a drink. Listen to Donna Meagle. (Fans of parks and entertainment?) 4. Rowing brushes and thick mane do not play well together. Curly girls know what I mean.
(Seriously, however, just reach for the comb.) 5. Stand up. Posture is important, whether royalty or not. Research from Ohio State University found that people who had better posture were more confident in their own feelings.6 Half-up is always a good idea for styling. It is very chic and suitable for summer, so as not to sing in the face.7 Never underestimate
the power of the Glam squad. Ever. (See what they say they will do without their own Glam squads.) 8. Bold eyebrows are the only beauty statement you need. You will feel like a new person when your eyebrows are on fleek.9. But a small shaping of the forehead is always a good idea. Thumb rule: Your eyebrows should complement the shape of your face.
Each arch should be arranged with the outer edge of its pupil. But exactly how high, how long and how thick you will go depends on the shape of your face. (More on this here.) 10. When in doubt, wear a hat. In summer there is extra sunlight and you probably spend more time outside, so try one of these shady hats. If nothing else, they give you an excuse
to skip washing your hair for another day or two11. If everything else fails, add a crown. Keep your head up, queen, you're going to places. Get all the best moments in pop culture and fun delivered in your inbox. Keep up to date with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Sign up for the BuzzFeed Quizzes newsletter - Binge on the latest
quizzes delivered directly to your inbox with quiz newsletter! It's been almost 20 years since the debut of the delightful ugly duck turned princess, The Princess Diaries. The film put Mary Poppis legend Julie Andrews back on the big screen and he and an on-and-coming actress, Anne Hathaway of the world. The film, which was adapted by author Meg Meg
novels of the same name was so successful that she cast the cult then and sequel 2004, The Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement. There's been talk of a third Princess Diaries movie for some time. Has Hathaway revealed that she's ready to return the crown to Mia Thermopolis? Will there be Princess Diaries 3? Meg Cabb then confirmed the script for The
Princess Diaries three years ago, but there has been very little information about the film since. Recently, while visiting Watch What Happens Live with Andy Cohen, Anne Hathaway gave us inside information about what's going on with the third film. The Love and Other Drugs actress told Cohen she has a script. I want to do it, Julie wants to do it, Debra
Martin Chase, our producer wants to do it. We all want this to happen, but we don't want to do it unless it's perfect because we love it as much as you guys do. It's important to us, as it is to you, and we don't want to deliver anything unless it's ready. But we're working on it. So, here it is, the Princess Diaries 3 are still in the works. How old was Anne
Hathaway in The Princess Diaries? The princess's diaries were Hathaway's role. Although she starred in everything from Devil Wears Prada to Ocean 8, the Oscar-winning actress was just 18 years old when director Garry Marshall cast her in the classic Disney opposite Julie Andrews. The role made her a superstar. Who wrote the Princess Diaries?
Produced by the late Whitney Houston and Debra Martin Chase, and adapted from Meg Cabbout's series of books of the same name, The Princess Diaries was written by Gina Wendkos and Grey's Anatomy creator Shonda Rhijmes. The Princess Diaries | Buena Vista Pictures is the Princess Diaries based on real life? We definitely want Mia Thermopolis to
be a real person, but she's a hero that Cabbott came up with. The author revealed on her website, I was inspired to write the Princess Diaries when my mother, after the death of my father, began dating one of my teachers; they later went on to marry just as my mother does in the book! I always had something for princesses (my parents joked that when I
was younger, I insisted that my real parents, the king and queen, would pick me up soon, and that everyone should start being much nicer to me), so I stuck a princess in the book just for kicks... and voila! The princess's diaries were born. Is the woman's real place? Although we would be curious to visit Mia and Queen Clarice in real life, Genovia is a fictional
European country. In the film The Princess Diaries and its sequel, Genovia is a kingdom located between France and Spain. Follow the cheat sheet on Facebook! Disney Pictures/Redfin Aside from Quite Possibly the film's most epic makeover ever, Julie Andrews's general cruelty and the next level idea of putting M&G on your pizza, one of the highlights of
Disney's film The Princess Diaries is the ultra-cool upside-down fire, where the character of Anne Hathaway, M.A. and her author mother lived. Who didn't want to live there? And more importantly, who never dreamed of having an attic room like Mia's fire-full foundation? Now fans of the film can own a piece of cinema history. The 4,800-foot San Francisco
fireman used in the film is on the market for $2.6 million. According to curbed SF, the fire brigade was built in 1911 and is known as Engine Company 43. In 1976, the fire house was sold at auction and turned into a private residence. Unfortunately, since the filmmakers used only the façade of the fire house for the film, the interiors are quite different, but we
think future buyers will still be fascinated by the cool loft space. Redfin Photos: Redfin Read more:The Gone With the Wind House Is getting Ultimate MakeoverRent Kyle McLachlan in the house in time for Twin Peaks MiniseriesA Scandal Star's Laid Los Angeles Home This content was created and maintained by a third party, and submitted to this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io Anne Hathaway starred in the first and second Princess Diaries. Disney Disney's The Princess Diaries (2001) is based on the book series by Meg Cabot and stars Anne Hathaway and Julie Andrews. As fans await part three of the
series, which is still reported in the works, here are some hidden secrets about the Princess Diaries. Elizondo in The Princess Diaries. Disney Queen Clarice Renaldi and Love Interest actor Héctor Elizondo, nominated for a Golden Globe. If he looks familiar to fans, they may have seen him in almost every other film directed by Marshall, including Pretty
Woman, Runaway Bride and Valentine's Day. According to the San Francisco Chronicle, Elizondo says he and Marshall work well together. We complement each other, he said. Some call him king of schmaltz. He likes schmaltz. I'm not that way, too. I'm adding another ingredient, something very realistic. We cross and work somehow. Go make it up. More:
Princess Funny Facts Diaries Anne Hathaway Freelancer Genovia Lives! She didn't die with the end of Princess Diaries 2, the most recent film in the franchise. Anne Hathaway, who is currently promoting her film Serenity, confirmed on Watch What Happens Live with Andy Cohen last week that there is a script for Princess 3 - just not ready yet. I want to do it,
Julie wants to do it, Deborah. we all want this to happen, Hathaway said of the potential third film. We just don't want to do it unless it's perfect. Because we like it very much. It's as important to us as it is to you. We don't want to deliver anything until it's ready, but we're working on it. Meg Cabbstead, the author, if the book series has confirmed this before,
telling Entertainment Weekly that, yes, there is a script, but besides, the future of the film is unclear. I personally am very excited about Princess Diaries 3: The waiting game! We're a patient and a careful star. Also, one question about the multiuniverse: Shonda Rhyves, author of the screenplay of The Princess Diaries 2, writes The Princess Diaries 3? Riffs is
a new Netflix creator, which means princesses 3 maybe - to hear me - go to Netflix? Netflix?
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